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UNCLASSIFIED
Western Media

Blackwater chief says Iraq guards not 'cowboys'
AFP, ABC, NY Times, AP, LA Times, MSNBC,
Reuters, CNN, Washington Post, VOA, NPR

House passes bill on pullout
Washington Post, LA Times, Bloomberg,
VOA, Reuters, AFP

Iraqis need a year to control
Baghdad, U.S. General says
NY Times, VOA, AFP, ABC

Bomb injures Polish ambassador in Baghdad
CNN, Bloomberg, LA Times, AFP,
Reuters, BBC, AP

Wyatt guilty in Iraq oil case, faces
2-year jail term
Bloomberg, Wall Street Journal, NY Times,
Reuters, Forbes, AP, UPI
Iraqi and Pan-Arab Media

Doubts raised over method used to calculate civilian deaths
Covered by Gulf News

Three blasts leave 19 casualties in Baghdad
Covered by Voices of Iraq

Americans oppose full funding for Iraq war
Covered by Middle East Online

Iraqi VP launches new initiative aimed at ending sectarianism
Covered by Voices of Iraq

Iraq oil exports jump
Covered by Arabian Business

End of the tunnel
Corrupt officials and terrorists are getting closer to the end of the tunnel that will uncover their criminal acts.
Cavalry Soldiers, ISF detain high-value individual

"Detaining this individual should assist us in reducing indirect fire attacks and takes us one step closer to making the Al-Kul Highway a safe route," said...